How to be a nice guy and an all-around good sport.

Drink Carlsberg — the mellow, flavorful beer of Copenhagen.

Earn Your Master's Degree or PhD while you work

At Motorola in Colorful Phoenix

Motorola offers the student at the BS or MS level an opportunity to advance his career and education concurrently. Work and achieve a Master's or PhD degree in an environment of constant change and tremendous growth.

THE ENGINEERING TRAINING PROGRAM

Open to BS or MS graduates in Electrical Engineering, Chemical Engineering or Physics with a B average or better. While pursuing an MS or PhD degree at Arizona State University each trainee is placed in a rotational program covering four engineering activities at Motorola.

THE MARKETING TRAINING PROGRAM

Open to BS graduates in Electrical Engineering or Physics with a B average or better. Marketing trainees may work toward an MBA or an MS or PhD degree. Rotational assignments are in the marketing area.

Mr. Mike Callahan will be recruiting on your campus on February 28, 1967.

Candidates' forum provided by debate
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Phillies...

in good standing after the Student Council and Administration meetings. If elected, I will do everything within my power to get more done for all of student government, in regard to this matter.

Environment consists of more than just the physical establishment necessary for life. We require an atmosphere in which we can expand our activities will flourish. I will eliminate these problems and attitudes of student government which tend to stifle such development.

Term project.

Careful control is necessary to ensure that dormitory construction and renovation proceed unhindered. It would be tragic if the proposed renovations in Burton House and East Campus were blocked by overzealous. While little can be done about admissions policies, the UAP can see that groups of students take action which would make matters worse. I strongly support a dormitory renovation program, increasing freedom so that students have a chance to see what both dormitory and dormitory life are like. However, the dormitories now have absolutely no room for more freshmen. If a dormitory planning program were to succeed in persuading additional students to live in the dormitory system, a major disaster would have occurred. It is in the clear responsibility of the UAP to ensure that this does not happen. The UAP is simultaneously a civil servant and a formal representative of the entire undergraduate body. There is no room for partisanship in the student body; each person must hold himself from those who would depend on past favors to advance their particular interests to the detriment of the entire community.

Brandais boycott lifted by students

By Carsten Agenow

The two-day student boycott at Brandeis University has ended with a conciliatory statement by the administration, but no specific promises for action. The boycott was called last Wednesday by the student council in response to a report by the Student Educational Policies Committee at Brandeis on the overcrowding in undergraduate classes.

Real faculty ratio not. One statistic cited by the demo
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A continuos George Phillips began his speech by stating that the present controversy might be improved by joint efforts. He questioned whether the two groups ought to take a stand on matters of educational reform and closed by challenging his opponent's to explain what they had done to improve educational policy in their previous student government posts.

Candidates answer queries.

In the question period, Karash was momentarily taken aback when questioned about how effec-tively he had improved communication within the student body by a spectator who had had contact with him in his capacity as a member of the FreeBSD Committee, but then deflected by emphasizing the activities of that committee.

(please turn to Page 10)
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UAP candidates (from the left) George Phillips, Bob Honitz, and Richard Karash debated their ideas for the coming year. The debate, moderated by UAP Frank March, was held in the Sala de Puerto Rico Wednesday night.

Electrician engineers

These are professionally rewarding careers with a company which has been an established leader in electronic research, development and manufacturing since 1924. Our projects encompass advanced work in such areas as electronic detection and identification, data processing and display systems for the Armed Forces, NASA, FAA and the aerospace industry.

Openings for June graduates in:

• Research — EE: all levels
• Development and Design — BS/MS in EE or ME
• Text Engineering — BS in EE
• Field Engineering — BS in EE
• Publications Engineering — BS in EE or ME
• Project Administration — BS in BS, ME or EE
• Manufacturing Engineering — BS in ME or ME

Assignments in Long Island, New York, and suburban Boston, Massachusetts.

For details, see our brochure, "Electronics at Hazeltine," at your Placement Office and arrange an appointment now.

Interviews on campus

Friday, March 3